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      Legend says that on a mysterious island, there is a dark cave 

with amazing treasure in a treasure chest. 

      One day, a pirate called Captain Cruel heard about the news. 

Captain Cruel is an old man. He is very short and fat too. He wears a 

pirate hate on his head. He has a hook and a sword on his hand. 

Captain Cruel is greedy and cruel. He is greedy because he wants all 

the money in the world. He is also cruel because he treats his parrot 

badly. 

  On Captain Cruel’s pirate ship, Captain Cruel decided to sail to 

the mysterious island to find the treasure.  

      Captain Cruel sailed to the island. Captain Cruel and his 

crewmates were really excited. They went into a forest. The forest was 

a dark and scary place. It was also a crowded forest which had many 

animals, for example, monkeys, birds, eagles, etc.   

      A few hours had passed. They finally found the cave they were 

looking for. Inside, there was a strange troll. The troll was a brave man 

who wasn’t afraid of the pirates attacking his cave. The troll is an ugly 

man. He is also skinny and tall. He has a huge beard on his chin too. He 

wears worn shorts with many holes in them. He saw the pirates 



attacking his cave and screamed, ‘Who are you? What are you doing 

in my cave?’ Captain Cruel replied, ‘We want the treasure that you’re 

hiding.’ The troll made a whistle and the animals came and attacked 

the pirates but they killed the animals quickly.   

  The troll finally decided to fight the pirates. Although the troll felt 

tired because he fought for a long time, he never gave up. After a long 

time of fighting, the battle had finally come to an end. Captain Cruel 

won. He excitedly grabbed the treasure chest and opened it. He 

realized it was empty! Before the troll’s death, he said, ‘This is what you 

get for being too greedy.’ Then the troll passed away. 

  After that trip to the island, Captain Cruel understood that he 

should never be too greedy and should be grateful for what he has. 
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